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Letter from the editor
Klipsun Magazine hasn't had an 
issue with a theme for several years, 
so this quarter the editors and I 
decided to have one.
Committing the entire magazine 
to one theme is a major decision.
We wanted to have a theme that the 
writers would like. I wanted it to be 
broad enough to provide plenty of 
room for creativity.
We chose people as our subject, 
which sounds simple enough. But 
the more I thought about it, the more 
I realized that just about everything 
could be included in the topic. That 
thought appealled to me the most.
The magazine would be focused, 
yet have a wide range of topics. The 
stories that came in were all I could
ask for.
The topics ranged from the 
abstract (political correctness and 
neighbor relations) to the literal (the 
interview with Coll-Peter Thrush).
Political correctness (PC) seems to 
be the hot issue of the day, with no 
one winning the argument. I see 
people arguing the concept of PC, and 
questioning whether it is a violation of 
free speech. Talking (not arguing) 
about it may allow people to come to 
some sort of resolution.
American society has come to a 
crossroads. It must come to grips with 
sexuality. I think the interview with 
Thrush discusses questions about 
homosexuality that most people don't 
know the answers to.
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This Guy’s Not Burning Down the House
by Chris von Seggern
Alienation in Suburbia
by Colin Wilcox
Shooting for the Stars
by Rick LaPorte
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Elizabeth Baker
By Chris Geer 
Photos by Matt Hulbert
jA. young woman dressed comfortably in sweats sits 
cross-legged on the living-room floor, her long arms 
draped casually around her knees. She is momentarily lost 
in thought as she glances at the series of prints hanging on 
the wall of her modern apartment.
Twenty-year-old Elizabeth Baker explains that the series revolves around 
the theme of relationships. Although her prints are abstract, they manage to 
convey a sense of coherence amidst the chaos of color and form, ultimately 
rendering meaning and unity from what seems like confusion.
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Baker came to Western Washing­
ton University in the fall of 1990 to 
pursue a dual degree in graphic design 
and printmaking, and has blossomed 
into one of the school’s top student 
artists.
Baker stands over five and a half 
feet tall, but carries herself gracefully. 
Her round expressive face is softened 
by her curly black hair and blue eyes. 




both her and her 
art.
“All my life 
I told people I 
wanted to be an 
artist, but I never 
really came to 
that conclusion,
I never really 
said, ‘Now I’m 
going to be an 
artist.’ All of a 
sudden I just 
was.’’
She discusses the series of prints on 
the wall.
“Each piece has at least two sets of 
eyes, sometimes three. The eyes repre­
sent the rel ationshipbetween two people, 
at least originally. I was interested in the 
relationship between a man and a 
woman, but then it became more ab­
stracted, so it was hard to recognize the 
two. It evolved into a relationship be­
tween shapes and between the ink and 
the colors and the layering.”
The abstract is a relatively new ve­
hicle of expression for Baker, who first 
pursued artistic endeavor in the subur­
ban climate of Woodinville. It was at 
Woodinville High School that Baker 
first gained recognition for her graphics 
work.
“In high school, I was a graphic 
artist. I didn’t do much else. So when I 
came to Western, I don’t think I took a 
graphics class until my sophomore year.”
Her high school work was enough
to earn her a scholarship to Western. 
Baker feels she has grown tremen­
dously as an artist atthe university level.
“I have had a great opportunity to 
just do whatever I want artistically, and 
I have noticed a definite change in my 
talents. In high school I was strict graph­
ics, but now I have two other areas that 
I love to work in; printmaking and 
drawing. I still like to do graphics. It 
comes very naturally to me, and I enjoy
the technical side of it, but I have tired of 
it at times.”
Graphics work consists of design­
ing logos and lettering for advertising as 
well as layouts for magazines and news­
papers. The work is very detailed and 
technical, and employs the use of ink 
drawings, computer enhanced images 
and airbrushing.
Baker insists that she does not map 
out a philosophy before she produces 
her work, but instead likes to allow her 
artistic spontaneity to guide her.
“That is how I prefer to work. I 
don’t like to sit down and map out 
motives behind the colors I plan to use. 
I just like to go with my feeling.”
She has a studio on Indian Street a 
couple of blocks from her apartment. It 
is tiny and cluttered, with a cubicle for a 
kitchen, a bathroom and a drafting table 
in the middle of the room. A faded print 
of a young woman sprawled in a wheat 
field, staring longingly at a distant house, 
hangs limply on the wall. The lingering
smell of incense is sweetly detectable.
“I love this place,” she says. “It is 
totally me.
“The studio is my haven ... when I 
can’t handle being around anyone, I can 
go and work. No one sees what I do here 
until I’m ready.”
Baker comes from a typical 
middleclass background but admits that 
she can sometimes sense a difference 
between her and her family.
She credits her 
mother with 
passing on her 
artistic talents 
but says that her 
father did not 
always under­
stand her artistic 
aspirations, al­
though he is 
very supportive 
now.
“I read a lot 
when I was a 
kid. My Dad 
used to ground 
me from reading so much and he’d say 
‘go outside and ride your bike.’So I’d 
ride my bike down to a stump and sit 
down and finish my book. Then I’d ride 
back and pretend like I was all worn 
out.” she says laughing.
Despite the occasional differences. 
Baker credits her parents for fostering 
her desire to be an artist. She says her 
mother recognized she had talent at an 
early age, and she encouraged Baker to 
draw, often passing around the young 
girl’s drawings to her friends. Her par­
ents still continue their support while 
she is in school, helping out with the 
extra expense of her studio.
Most of Baker's work is kept at 
Western, on the second floor of the art 
building and it is there that one gains an 
appreciation for the full scope of her 
talents. The diversity of the work is 
impressive and includes monotype 
prints, ink etching, and drawings. Much 
of the art centers around relationship 
themes, as well as a few self-portraits
"What I would really like to do is become 
a non-person and just paint, and if my 
work happens to sell, then that's great. 
That's what it means to be an artist."
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Elizabeth Baker working on her latest project. The piece is make up of individual j 
a limb so that each face is a part of the whole.
and an affinity for drawing nude mod­
els. As is typical with young artists, 
there is a constant study of fonu, line 
and color found in all her pieces.
“I also love to do figurative life 
drawings,” she says displaying adrawer 
full of charcoal pieces which range in 
size from small notebook size to full 
poster size prints.
Baker is eager to show and discuss 
her work, but not in an ostentatious 
way. She always makes eye contact 
when she speaks.
“I particularly like to draw the fe­
male anatomy, but I also do males. I 
love charcoal and pastels.”
Baker also paints, usually while 
doing printmaking. The process in­
volves producing an image on a metal 
plate, usually zinc or copper, and then 
enhancing the image in a variety of 
ways. Sometimes Baker will use acids, 
or she will paint over the plate in order 
to produce the desired effect. She often 
layers inks, watercolors, oils and acrylic 
paints.
“I love watercolors, but they feel a 
lot more limiting than oils because when 
you use oils, you paint a lot bigger. You 
feel a lot luore body movement and get 
a lot more into it. You get really messy 
and you smell the fumes. Its like your 
gonna die when you’ re 40 from breath­
ing them. Watercolors are beautiful but 
they are light.”
Baker also has some of her graph­
ics pieces on campus. The small black 
and white ink pieces illustrate her pro­
ficiency and technical mastery.
“I like graphics. It comes very 
naturally to me. I can sit around and put 
out designs all day. I will probably get 
a job out of school because of my 
graphics work. I would really love to be 
an illustrator for children’s books or 
something non-fiction.”
Although she is proud of her graph- 
ics work, she is noticeably less 
enthusiastic talking design than show­
ing her other work.
“What I would really like to do is
become a non-person and just paint, 
and if my work happens to sell, that’s 
great. That’s what it means to be an 
artist. But I also don’t want to have to be 
an artist in the sense that I have to work 
to get my stuff out there. That really 
upsets me because it turns art into a 
competition between those who mar­
ket their work the best.”
Perhaps her most interesting piece 
is a composite of drawings and paint­
ings and script, bound loosely in a binder 
and titled the “Book of Humanity.” The 
book consists of a series of paintings 
which examine humanity through 
Baker’s eyes. There are ink cross
hatchings (a method of ink drawing) of 
skeletal faces over which she has draped 
layers of acetate. She then paints faces 
on the plastic which allows the viewer 
to peel away layers revealing an eerie 
evolution.
There is also a narration through­
out the book found on small cards 
attached to the bottom left comer of 
some pages. The narrative begins:
“We all have a face we show the 
world, hiding ourpersonal appearances. 
Underneath is a social mask. Our mask 
is composed of skin with facial features 
that can change in a movement. We 
choose the appropriate face for each 
situation.”
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•ach on a piece of paper. Each face is connected by One of Baker's life drawings.
Interspersed throughout the book 
are odd random items like a candy bar 
wrapper and an old cosmetics sponge. 
One page is a side profile depicting a 
woman getting a facial with curlers in 
her hair. When you pull the first layer 
away you find a face in the process of 
being stripped to the skeleton, veins 
and eyeballs in all the colorful glory of 
a human physiology textbook.
The caption reads, "If you are con­
stantly being mistreated, you are 
cooperating with the treatment.”
Another page shows the devolu­
tion of a figure that looks strikingly like 
Abraham Lincoln, except for set of 
baring skeletal teeth. The next page 
shows a figure that looks like the
mythical Christian conception of God, 
with bushy white hair and flowing robes. 
The figure has one burning red eye and 
underneath the caption reads:
“Old age isn’t so bad when you 
consider the alternative.”
Baker says that she loves to watch 
the reactions of people as they look 
through it.
“I put a pair of gloves in the front of 
the book because it started out really 
neat and clean. But after I painted, it got 
messier and messier; it was dribbling 
paint all over the place so I put the 
gloves in to protect peoples hands. But 
people read the sign and assumed that 
they had to wear the gloves to protect 
the book from themselves. I think it is
very funny.”
Baker will probably graduate from 
Western in the spring of 1995. From 
there she plans to secure a job with her 
skills as a graphic designer and spend 
her free time and weekends working on 
her painting and charcoal drawing. In 
the meantime, she plans to continue 
developing her art and her exploration 
of the abstract. In a discussion with 
another art student. Baker expressed 
interest i n taking a metal sculpture class. 
In light of the proficiency and diversity 
she has already displayed, exploring 
another medium seems a natural next 
step.
Chris Geer will earn his bachelor's 
degree in journalism in winter 1994.
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ADOPTION
baby boy begins new 
life in America
by Laura Hussell
When Sandra McDonough stepped off 
the plane in Guatemala City, she was im­
mediately entranced by her surroundings.
During her trip into town she watched 
Guatemalan women, covered from head to 
toe in bright clothing, hurry through the 
marketplace with food and other assorted 
goods perched on top of their heads.
Although McDonough wanted to see 
more of the exotic countryside, she knew she 
had more important things to do than see the 
sights. She was there to finalize the last part 
of the adoption process and bring her new 
son home to America.
McDonough is not alone in her decision
to adopt a child outside of the United States. 
Every year thousands of children from other 
countries are adopted by American families.
Some adoptive parents look outside of 
the United States because of their desire to 
help someone less fortunate than they are, 
while others make their decision out of 
frustration with America’s adoption agencies 
and policies.
McDonough, an unmarried director of 
communications for Pacific Power and Light 
in Portland, Oregon, based her decision on a 
combination of these two factors.
When McDonough first seriously con­
sidered adopting a child, she looked into 
programs in the United States. She discov­
ered early on that because of her single 
status, the possibility of her adopting a child
was limited.
In most programs within 
the United States, the 
biological mother is al­
lowed to choose the 
adoptive parents. Pro­
spective single parents are 
lucky if they are chosen 
because a two-parent 
family is ultimately de­
sired over a single-parent 
family.
After her initial disap­
pointment wore off, 
McDonough found en­
couragement from a friend 
who had recently adopted 
a child from outside the 
country. McDonough de­
cided to look into the 
foreign adoption process 
herself.
“Race and ethnic origin 
were never an issue for 
me,” McDonough said. 
“The way foreign adoption 
is set up makes it easier 
for single parents to adopt 
a child, so I just decided to 
go for it”
The foreign adoption pro- 
cess is based on the 
cooperation of a United 
States agency specializing 
in these matters and a pri­
vate agency in the foreign 
country. The American 
agency is responsible for 
setting up a home study of 
the prospective parent or
parents.
The home-study officer looks into the 
parent’s background and financial situation 
and tries to get an opinion of his or her 
overall character. Once a parent meets the 
standards set by the agency, the adoption 
process begins. The foreign agency and law­
yer assigned to the case are responsible for 
the paperwork.
In Guatemala, the birth mother is re­
quired to appear in court and officially 
relinquish her rights to the child before the 
adoption can be approved, McDonough said. 
As soon as the immigration is approved by 
United States officials, the paperwork is 
completed and a visa is purchased, the adop­
tion is complete, she said.
“It seemed like it took forever for the
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Guatemalan officials to finalize the paper­
work,” McDonough said. “Once I got the 
call that the adoption was complete, I could 
hardly wait to pick up my son.”
McDonough said she distinctly remem­
bers every detail of the day she met her son 
for the first time. The sun was shining brightly 
as she and her parents, who had accompa­
nied her on the trip, made their way to the 
hotel to meet the foster mother and Guate­
malan lawyer. Ten-month-old Richard Raul 
McDonough greeted his mother with sad, 
tear-filled eyes and a bewildered look. 
McDonough was in heaven.
“I had waited for that moment for a long 
time,” she said. “I was so excited I could 
hardly stand it.”
The transition from Guatemala to Port­
land was not easy for Rich. He experienced 
several bad reactions to American food and 
for the first month woke up screaming in the 
middle of the night. He was used to the quiet 
country surroundings of Guatemala and now 
had to get used to the sounds of a big city. A 
car’s backfire or loud engine caused him to 
cry out.
Rich had grown accustomed to sleeping 
with his foster mother in Guatemala. Mov­
ing into his new home in Portland and 
sleeping alone in a crib posed another ob­
stacle for him. In addition to everything else, 
his new mother and everyone around her 
spoke English and he was used to only 
hearing Spanish spoken to him.
“The first few months were definitely 
difficult for both of us,” McDonough said. 
“A new mom and completely different sur­
roundings are a lot for a 10-month-old baby 
to adjust to.”
McDonough helped ease tlie transition 
for him by taking the summer off from work. 
It wasn’t long before Rich discovered who 
his mother was.
McDonough said now that the adoption 
is complete and she has begun her life with 
her son, her job is far from over. In addition 
to the typical responsibilities parents have to 
their children, the parents of a child from 
another country must deal with racial and 
etlinic confrontations as well as the question 
of how much to familiarize the child with his 
or her ethnic background.
McDonough has already been con­
fronted with questions regarding Rich’s 
etlinic background as well as several deroga­
tory comments. These situations are handled 
best by calmly addressing the questioner’s 
comment or by simply ignoring it, she said.
McDonough said she realizes many 
people make comments out of ignorance 
rather than with the intention of hurting her 
or her son. Despite her attempts to resolve 
each situation calmly, derogatory comments 
do bother her.
“As a mother I am naturally inclined to 
protectmy son,” she said. “If someone makes 
a negative comment about him, I am not 
going to simply back down. It’s my respon­
sibility as a parent to straighten these 
situations out so they won’t occur as often in 
the future.”
McDonough is aware of prejudice in 
America today and knows she will not al­
ways be there to protect her son. Instead, she 
said the best she can do is to help Rich 
understand why certain people feel the way 
they do.
“My number-one priority is to make 
Rich feel secure at home and with his fam­
ily,” she said. “If I can succeed in this, I think 
he will have an easier time coping with the 
prejudiced feelings other people harbor.”
More often than not, McDonough is 
confronted with rude questions regarding 
her status as a single parent. A lot of people 
ask her who Rich’s real mom is. Rather than 
lashing out, McDonough tries to genUy show 
people they are ask­
ing the question in 
the wrong way. She 
tells people despite 
the fact that she isn’t 
Rich’s real mother 
biologically, the 
emotional ties are 
something that can 
never be broken. She 
is the only mother 
Rich will ever know.
McDonough 
also plans to do all 
she can to learn about 
the Guatemalan cul­
ture so she will be 
prepared for any 
questions Rich may 
have in the future.
She said it is very 
important to her that 
Rich learn about the 
Guatemalan culture.
She wants him 
to learn Spanish and 
know other Guate­
malan children, as 
well as other kids
from families with parents who don’t look 
like them.
“Seeing that he is not the only kid with 
a mom who doesn’t look like him will help 
make him feel less alone,” she said.
After picking Rich up, McDonough had 
the opportunity to explore the countryside 
and talk with people. She learned about the 
history of the Mayan Indians and how the 
Mayans and Spanish live together.
Most Americans call people from that 
part of the world Spanish. After talking with 
her guide on the trip, McDonough learned 
this is wrong and the correct term for them is 
Indian.
“It was interesting to learn that this 
wasn’t 100-percent correct,” she said.
In December, McDonough and Rich 
celebrated the six-month anniversary of their 
uniting as mother and son. Today at 16 
months. Rich is a happy and healthy Ameri­
can toddler with a closet full of Gap clothes 
and a playroom littered with Tonka trucks 
and fire engines. He has just started walking 
(something closer to sprinting, according to 
McDonough) and repeats one word over and 
over: Mama.
Laura Hussell is a senior majoring in 
journalism.
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Detective
doing time in major crime
Detective Glenn Hutchings again apologizes for being late. He was 
caught up, he explains, re-apprehending a suspect who, a week earlier, had 
been arrested for an assault with a gun. The suspect had subsequently been 
admitted to the hospital for treatment of wounds apparently inflicted by the 
people he had set out to attack. Wires got crossed, however, and after several 
days of treatment, the hospital accidentally released him back into the 
general population without notifying the police.
By Chris Moore 
Photos by Charity Proctor
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Fortunately, says Hutchings, “We 
were able to go right back over to his 
house and pick him up.”
Such are the hassles inherent in 
overseeing the major crimes unit for the 
Bellingham Police Department, a job 
Hutchings has held for about a year and 
a half now.
Although he doesn’t like the term 
“major crimes” as used to describe his 
area of responsibility, the cases 
Hutchings deals with are generally 
considered to be the most serious in the 
city: homicide, aggravated assault and 
robbery.
“There seems to be an assumption,” 
he says, “that if there’s a ‘major crime,’ 
everything else must be a minor crime, 
and that’s just not necessarily the case.”
Hutchings arrived at his position 
via his degree from Western’s school of 
business in 1975. During vacation one 
summer, instead of working and saving 
money for school, he went to Europe to 
travel. Back home, he realized he would 
have to take a job to pay off his expenses 
and tuition bills, so he went to work on 
campus as a student patrolman. That led 
to a permanent job with Western’s se­
curity staff, and three years later, to the 
Bellingham Police Department, where 
he has been working ever since.
Had he never tapped out financially 
in Europe, he jokes, “I’d probably still 
be an assistant manager at K-Mart, or 
something.”
Standing five-foot-eight, slightly 
overweight and wealing wiie-rimmed 
glasses and an ill-fitting suit, Hutchings’ 
boyish looks actually do resemble those 
of, well, an assistant manager at K-Mart.
But outward appearances can be 
misleading. His status as head of major 
crimes investigations at age thiity-nine 
speaks for itself as to the kind of work 
Hutchings has done as a police officer.
He downplays his talents, though, 
and says frankly that his skills are no 
better than those of anyone else in the 
deparunent. He is also quick to note that 
he by no means does the job alone. There 
are other detectives working major 
crimes and, of course, tlie unifonned 
officers are really tlie foot soldiers in the 
war against criminals.
In fact, Hutchings ai gues, the only 
difference between his job and tliat of a
regular patrolman is that detectives are 
given the freedom and time to stay with 
a case as long as it takes, while patrol­
men must constantly respond to new 
crimes as they are committed.
As much as Hutchings understates 
his value to the department, his talents 
are not lost on those he works with.
“He’s an excellent detective,” says 
Lt. Sucee, his commanding officer. “If 
something needs to be done, he will
The doctors looked at me 
like I was some kind of 
goofball and said, 
"This guy is dead. 
Don't waste your time."
spend the time on it without blinking an 
eyelash.”
Hutchings seems to take the most 
satisfaction out of the ability his job 
gives him to help others. In fact, its not 
hard to find a slight glint in his eyes 
when he talks about this aspect of his 
work.
“Any time you have a chance to 
serve one individual, or do something 
good for one particular person, then you 
feel pretty good,” he says.
And help people he has. Prior to his 
major crimes assignment, he worked as 
a regular patrolman, investigating child 
abuse and molestation cases and adult 
rape cases.
As emotional as that kind of work 
may sound, Hutchings talks of it evenly 
and without a lot of hysterics, as a gai*- 
bage man might talk of collecting hash. 
But it is clear that he is passionate about 
what he does. He has just learned, he 
says, not to become overly angry or 
jaded by it.
Listening to him speak, though, it is 
hard to imagine how a police officer can 
be anything but jaded.
Like most veteran officers, 
Hutchings has many stories — some 
with happy endings, others that end in 
tragedy. And like other veterans, 
Hutchings has the story, the one that 
took place not long after he joined the 
force. It revolves around the single event 
that forced him to grasp the true di­
mensions of what it can mean to make a 
living on the front lines of law enforce­
ment.
That traumatic event came when he 
was a young patrolman, called to the 
scene of what appeared to be a hit-and- 
run. One victim was lying on the street, 
unconscious and bleeding, and the other 
was hopping around, writhing in pain. 
While waiting for the ambulance, 
Hutchings tried to get the conscious 
victim to tell him what had happened, 
but the guy wouldn’t give him any de­
tails.
Later, after rushing to the blood 
bank and then over to the hospital, 
Hutchings was down on the floor of the 
emergency room, fumbling frantically 
with the anvils of blood to be used for the 
victims in a transfusion.
“The doctors looked at me like I 
was some kind of goofball and said, 
‘This guy is dead. Don’t waste your 
time.’”
Hutchings looked up, and to his 
surprise, saw that the doctors were 
pointing at the victim who had been 
conscious and talking just a few minutes 
earlier at the scene of the crime. The 
other victim had slipped into a coma, 
and he later died as well.
“Just helpless,” are the words 
Hutchings uses to describe how he felt at 
the time. Both of the victims had been in 
their teens.
So how does a policeman deal with 
those negative and isolating experiences 
that inevitably come with the job? 
Hutchings says he copes primarily by 
maintaining contacts with the outside, 
civilian world. He is married and has 
three children, and for the most part tries 
to leave work at work. And while many 
of his closest friends are in the depart­
ment, he saves room for others, as well.
“I socialize a lot with officers, but I 
also have friends who are not in law 
enforcement, andthat’simportanttome. 
Its important for me to belong to some
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This .177 Marksman Repeater was 
confiscated in one of Hutchings’ recent cases.
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organizations in town that don’t have anything to do with law 
enforcement.”
In talking to Hutchings, it becomes clear that being an 
investigator usually means doing a lot of boring and mundane 
tasks that in no way resemble the glamorous myths of police 
work perpetuated on television and in the movies.
The reality of being a detective, says Hutchings, means 
doing interviews, sometimes with 40 or more witnesses on 
one case; it means organizing, gathering officer reports, 
forensic reports and witness reports and attempting to put 
them all together to form some kind of picture. It means 
doing background checks, vehicle checks and associate 
checks (80-90 percent of homicide victims knew their 
killers). But mostly, Hutchings says, detective work 
means being determined enough to pound away at a 
case until it is solved.
“It’s like you’re trying to put together a jigsaw 
puzzle,” he says. “Some people maybe have five 
pieces, some people have none, some people 
have one. You’ re trying to visualize, go around 
and collect all those pieces and then try to put 
it all together.”
In 1988, Hutchings was investigating a 
double murder that had taken place around 
the north end of Bellingham. As the 
investigation unfolded, the police were 
able to place the main suspect on 
Maplewood Avenue, near the scene 
of the crime, directly after the mur­
der had taken place; and later on 
Marine Avenue, out in the county. 
But they could not figure out
■
how she had gotten from the 
first place to the second.
They had heard a story that 
a car had picked her up and 
driven off, but despite 
searching for nearly a year, 
placing ads in the newspaper and in­
terviewing witnesses, they were never able to 
locate the car or its driver. They decided to proceed to trial 
without that information.
It so happened that, during the trial, a high-school civics 
class had come into the couitioom to observe the proceedings. 
There was a break in the testimony, and Hutchings, who as case 
investigator was assisting the prosecutor, was approached by one 
of the girls from the class.
"This girl came up to me,” he says, “and she said ‘Well I just 
heard the officer testifying about how you were looking for this 
girl who may have driven this car. Well, uh, I think it may have 
been me.
Hutchings pauses to chuckle, recalling the irony of the 
situation, and then continues: “So the next day, she’s our first 
witness.”
It turned out that the high school girl had thought the suspect 
had been beaten by her boyfriend, hence the blood on her clothes, 
and that she was doing her duty as a citizen by giving her a lift 
home. With the help of her testimony, the prosecutor was able to 
get a conviction.
As a Bellingham police officer, Hutchings’ jurisdiction is 
pretty much limited to Bellingham city limits, although his job 
regularly takes him out of the area in pursuit of suspects. Serious 
crime in Bellingham seems to go in cycles, he says, with the most 
common crime being robbery. Strong-armed robberies “where 
somebody just bonks somebody else over the head and takes their 
property” usually take place downtown, while outlying areas are 
“vulnerable to people doing stick-ups...armed robberies.”
And, as in other places, crime in Bellingham often involves 
controlled substances. “It seems like as much as you can use the 
word ‘always’, there’s drugs or alcohol involved,” Hutchings 
says, shaking his head.
Frustration with criminal behavior is common in most police 
stations across the country, as is frustration with the courts. There 
seems to be a recurring sentiment that the system benefits the 
criminals more than the victims, a position echoed by Hutchings.
“I’ve found (the legal system) to be somewhat of a game 
because there are so many hurdles to go through,” he says. 
“Typically, victims aren’t really represented.” But it is satisfying, 
he adds, when the system works as it should. And while the courts 
and police can’t always repair the damage, “it’s a vindication for 
victims to be able to hear that they were really wronged and that 
people recognized that,” he says.
After a knife murder in 1989, Hutchings and the other 
detectives on the case pursued and eventually arrested a suspect. 
Prosecutors in the case elected not to file charges until more 
evidence could be obtained and the suspect was set free. At the 
time, Hutchings recalls, he found it difficult because of the 
message it sent to the community.
“Witnesses have a tendency to wonder whether they’re 
being believed when they give you information and nothing 
happens from it, or a person is put in jail and then released. You 
kind of shake the average citizens confidence in the system and 
that’s not good.”
The detectives continued to pursue the case, though, build­
ing bit by bit on leads submitted by the public, and the suspect was 
recently re-arrested and charged with murder.
“I think the justice system only works because of people’s 
confidence in it,” Hutchings says.
Helping restore that confidence is an accomplishment 
Hutchings can point to with pride.
Chris Moore will graduate with his bachelor's degree in journalism in spring 
1993.
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orrectness
Is it sensitivity or a violation of free expression?
By Erin Middlewood
“Gay” and “retarded” were once words 
that Angie George used to describe ab­
normal or stupid things. She didn’t think 
twice about using the term “black.” She 
would never have flinched at discussions 
of “mankind.”
But that was before George, 20, moved 
into a Western Washington University 
residence hall and found herself living 
with Linda Pierce, 19, a self-proclaimed 
advocate of “politically correct” (PC) lan­
guage.
The debate about PC language around 
the country is divisive. Many academics 
decry the PC “movement” as an attack on 
freedom of expression. Others herald it as 
an opportunity to critically analyze the use 
of language and its effects on society, as 
well as its effects on individuals.
At Western, tlie discussion is less 
sharply divided and, among students, even 
ambivalent. Some think political correct­
ness protects people from offensive speech, 
others find it meaningless, and still others 
believe PC is a misnomer. The institution 
itself does not have a clear policy regard­
ing offensive speech.
Before George, a junior studying 
education, lived with her PC roommate.
she hadn’t the slightest idea what PC 
meant. Now George is forming a per­
sonal definition of the concept.
“To me, PC means watching lan­
guage and trying to be sympathetic to 
other people’s needs,” she said as she 
leaned forward on her iron-framed bed.
She paused, tucked her strawberry- 
blond hair behind her ear, chewed her 
gum slowly, then went on.
“I realized I shouldn’t apply terms 
where they don’t belong,” she said.
Besides constant exposure to her 
roommate, other factors caused George 
to question terms she previously took for 
granted. She found herself forming 
friendships with gays and lesbians. Good- 
natured debates on language usage in her 
classes stuck in her mind and prompted 
further self-questioning.
“(These) things made me more 
aware,” George said.
Her boyfriend, Henry Robar, a 20- 
year-old junior, reclined next to her. Robar 
doesn’t give political correctness as much 
credence or emphasis as George now 
does.
“The term PC means nothing to me,” 
said Robar, a plastics and engineering 
technology major. “I don’t speak to offend
people. If people don’t find me PC, then 
they’ll correct me.
“It doesn’t bother me,” he said grin­
ning. “If people feel like correcting me, I 
just blow it off, unless I feel the need to 
correct it.”
Pierce chuckled. Robar paused, then 
he continued. “PC terms change. Five 
years from now the ‘correct’ term may be 
different... ‘Negro’ was considered good 
language way back.”
“PC means simply having an aware­
ness of history," Pierce, who is of Filipino 
descent, said from a chair positioned next 
to the bed. People often use the term “PC” 
to dismiss valid criticism, she said, be­
cause they are unaware of history.
“To say, ‘Oh, you’re just being PC’ 
is the same as saying to someone who 
corrects grammar, ‘Oh, you’re just being 
an English dork,’ or saying to someone 
who corrects math, ‘You’re just being a 
math nerd,”’ Pierce said as she leaned 
forward. “It doesn’t change that they are 
right.”
Robar said he has had tense conver­
sations with people over language usage. 
George and Pierce both nod their heads at 
Robar’s admission.
“When you don’t know about
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White = Anglo-American 
Minority = Person of color 
Black=African-American 
Indian = Native-American 
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Homosexual = Gay or lesbian 
Mankind = Humankind 
Racism = Cultural bias 
Illegal alien = Undocumented >vorker
someone’s past ... you may offend that 
person,” he said.
He admitted that sometimes he’ll be 
obnoxious on purpose but said when he 
unconsciously offends someone, he ap­
preciates the comment being brought to 
his attention.
Robar said sometimes he thinks 
people correct language just to portray 
themselves as more aware. His voice 
grew tense and he adjusted his glasses. 
That is frustrating and annoying, he said.
Pierce said PC language plays a part 
in everyday interpersonal relations. Be­
cause it is impossible to know everyone’s 
story it is important to treat everyone with 
sensitivity, she said.
“If you don’t know a person’s his­
tory, you have to act as if (he/she) could 
have every history,” Pierce concluded.
The issue is less clear-cut, according 
to Patrick Mazzuca, who is earning his 
master's in political science. "Politically 
correct" isn’t the most apt term, he said, 
as he leaned back in his office chair.
“I think 'PC' is a bad term,” Mazzuca 
said. He tilted his head and reflected a 
moment. “Maybe ‘politically sensitive’ 
is better. ‘Non-offensive’ is what it really 
means to me. It sets the tone of discourse 
... and makes it easier to have an intelli­
gent conversation with someone about a 
hot issue.”
Last summer, Mazzuca realized how 
inflammatory language can become. A 
co-worker asked him about his back­
ground. When Mazzuca replied that he 
was of Italian descent, the co-worker 
responded, “Oh, a dago.”
Though tlie co-worker said it in a 
friendly tone and probably did not intend 
it as a put-down, Mazzuca said the com­
ment did offend him.
“What matters is what it meant to 
me,” Mazzuca said.
Buthe doesn’t believe “appropriate” 
language should be legislated.
“You can use insensitive language if 
you choose, but if you want to get your 
point across and be looked at as a 
thoughtful and intelligent person, it be­
hooves you to use the language necessary 
to come across that way,” Mazzuca said.
“It is important to have freedom of 
speech, but if people are hurt (by that)
speech, it isn’t healthy,” he said, 
and added that it is important to 
consider how language affects oth­
ers.
Like Robar, Mazzuca believes 
that language evolves. Language 
follows society, but is also a very 
powerful tool to heighten aware­
ness, he said.
“Every word conjures an im­
age to the mind,” Mazzuca said.
He offered the move to usage 
of the term “African-American” as 
an exanple.
“‘Black,’ as defined by the dic­
tionary, means evil and the opposite 
of white. ‘African-American’ de­
scribes people (whose ancestors) 
were brought as slaves from Africa 
and now are Americans.” Mazzuca 
believes this term is more accurate 
and has a more positive, or at least 
neutral, connotation.
Peer-to-peer debate is the best 
way to deal with terms considered 
offensive, said Maurice Bryan, di­
rector for Western’s Center for 
Equal Opportunity.
“Hostile or offensive language 
shouldn’t be suppressed but should be 
met with opposing language when it oc­
curs outside of the classroom and in the 
public arena,” Bryan said.
Comments made by professors in a 
classroom that are directed at certain stu­
dents, though, may be subject to 
discrimination codes, Bryan said.
For example, using the word “nigger” 
in a history class may be valid as an 
illustration of treatment of African- 
Americans , but in another setting, it would 
clearly be race discrimination.
Students have registered informal 
complaints about textbooks they con­
tended contained offensive views or 
language. Bryan said policy does not 
allow neither him nor a dean to deny use 
of a textbook, but informal discussions 
about sensitivity can be conducted.
On campus, but outside the class­
room, students are subject to conduct 
codes that call for disciplinary action if a 
student “engages in... any act that creates 
an intimidating or hostile environment 
for another member of the university
community.” Such cases are rare and are 
handled by the conduct officer in the 
Student Life office.
Bryan raised the concern that PC has 
become a code word used against diver­
sity efforts. Freedom of speech is pitted 
against diversity, a.k.a. political correct­
ness. He posed the query: What is political 
correctness?
“We all buy into certain levels of 
political correctness. Belief in freedom 
of expression and democracy is, to some 
extent, politically correct,” Bryan said. 
He suggested PC is a broader term than 
current debate allows.
For Robar, PC is a frustrating attack 
on his language usage. For Mazzuca and 
Pierce, PC language allows sensitivity 
for diverse backgrounds. As for George, 
she is grappling with definitions of PC. 
Like many other Western students, she is 
left trying to find the “right” words.
Erin Middlewood is a journalism/ 
political science major and will graduate 
in spring 1994.
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Bellingham Mountain Re;
From left to right: Mark Parks, John Hatten, and Dave Gnust 
Photo courtesy of BMP.
By Kim Ketcham
You're terrified you're going to die. 
A frozen, silent, blue-white abyss envelopes 
you. Mother Nature is quickly freezing 
you into apopsicle. Double-edged swords 
of pain stab at your leg, and you pray it's 
only broken. You feel like no one can help 
you now, but you hope like hell someone 
will try.
Resting at the bottom of a deep 
crevasse, you wait helplessly for your 
frightened climbing partner to return with 
help. A scream instinctively swells in your 
chest, but you struggle to remain calm. 
You know that a panicked victim might as 
well be a dead victim.
A faint noise drifts down from above, 
and you strain to see if help has arrived. A 
voice yells down for you to stay calm, 
reassuring you that everything will be all 
right. The voice identifies itself as a member 
of Bellingham Mountain Rescue and 
promises to lift you to safety.
Western has a large number of outdoor 
enthusiasts among its faculty, staff and 
student body. Some may have already 
encountered a situation tliatrequiied arescue 
effort. Odds are, tliose thathaven’t, probably 
will. Anyone can be confronted with a 
situation where conditions make judgment a 
luxury of hindsight.
Since 1955, Bellingham Mountain 
Rescue has paiticipated in hundreds of 
missions in Northwest Washington involving 
people of all levels of expertise, from child 
beginner to Mount Everest expert. Over the 
years, this volunteer, non-profit organization 
has provided highly-skilled, technically- 
trained individuals to lead and assist in those 
missions. Today, the organization exists as a 
primary response team for a variety of 
emergencies.
“We provide leadership and participants 
in wilderness safety education. We want to 
teach people to enjoy the outdoors without 
becoming a victim,” said Harte Dressier, 42, 
a member since 1979 and a current field 
operations leader.
Dressier is one of 
approximately 30-35 active 
members of Bellingham 
Mountain Rescue. He is also 
part of the primary group of 
about 15 members who 
constitute the core of the rescue 
team. Dressier described this 
group as the nucleus, consisting 
of field operations leaders, 
members primarily of “rescue” 
status, and a handful of 
“support” members. They are 
the first ones called for every 
mission.
There are four main 
classifications of members in 
mountain rescue — trainee, 
support, rescue and operations 
leader. RonLanghelm, 24, one 
of the younger members, 
participated in his first rescue 
on September 19, 1992, 
signifying his transition from 
trainee to support. The team 
performed a night rescue, 
pulling a Canadian man out of 
a crevasse on Coleman Glacier, 
which he fell into while on a 
climbing expedition with his 
son.
“We knew he wasn’t going 
to die, so we weren’t over­
anxious,” Langhelm said, 
recalling the emotional 
atmosphere. “Still, whatever’s 
happening, you don’t wait for the sun to 
come out.”
As do all members. Dressier and 
Langhelm hold day jobs, many of which 
aren’ trelated to the emergency field. They 
volunteer their time, effort and skill to 
mountain rescue as part of a deeply held 
commitment to their community.
Many of the council’s members were 
instilled with this commitment to 
volunteerism by their families. Dressier 
describes his mother as a clubaholic and 
remembers a fairly wide volunteer
background in his family. Langhelm’s father 
and uncle have been volunteer firefighters for 
the Rosedale Station in Gig Harbor as long as 
he can remember. B oth Dressier and Langhelm 
always knew they, too, would serve their 
community.
“I felt compelled to help out; I guess it 
was a sense of duty. I always knew it was 
something I needed to do,” explained 
Langhelm. Not long after moving to 
Bellingham, he looked into following in his 
father’s footsteps with the local fire department. 
After some inquiry he finally decided to join
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cue: preparing for
lyer practice rescue techniquies.
Bellingham Mountain Rescue because of its 
highly technical nature.
Dressier joined the council when some 
of his fellow climbing buddies convinced 
him to get involved.
“I loved mountains, liked to climb, and 
I like to help people anyway I can. It could 
just as well be me out there,” he said.
Within the next few years. Dressier’s 
son, 16, will also become involved in 
mountain rescue.
“I think he sees the value of 
volunteerism; that we need to help our fellow
man wherever we can,” 
Dressier explained.
For now, both Dressier 
and Langhelm contribute what 
they can to the organization as 
well as learn from it. Part of 
that involves the more 
experienced members aiding 
the younger members’ climb 
through the ranks.
“They not only take you 
under their wing, some of them 
put you up on their shoulders,” 
Langhelm said.
According to Dressier, it’s 
important that the more 
experienced members
emphasize that every situation 
is different, and that even those 
of virtually identical
circumstances have subtle 
characteristics tliat make them 
uniquely dangerous. For that 
reason, the new members also 
need to learn when to pull back.
“We’re there to do a job, 
but we’re not there to kill 
ourselves,”Bresslerelaborated. 
“Sometimes that means pulling 
back when it’s too risky. That’s 
not always popular.”
Dressier said fuither that 
the involvement of people like 
Langhelm helps this 
information exchange because 
they usually concentrate on their 
training while they’re young, and become 
invaluable core members as they get older. 
The council maintains active notices at 
Western for volunteers, and receives inquiries 
from students from a variety of backgrounds 
who are interested in helping out in a variety 
of capacities.
“It’s important that we bring them in 
young and energetic,” Dressier said. “Though 
somewhat transient, they’re there when we 
need them.” Some volunteers are even just 
out of high school.
Lynn Dayton, 43, joined Bellingham
the fall
Mountain Rescue at the age of 18. He 
celebrated his 25th year during the fall of 
1992. Like Dressier, Dayton joined when 
some of his friends got him involved.
Dayton led the Sept. 19 rescue on 
Coleman Glacier, which was a combined 
effort between the six mountain rescue 
organizations in Western Washington and 
three from British Columbia. Approximately 
100 people participated in the rescue, and 
the Red Cross provided a food wagon in 
support of the volunteers.
Dayton said that coordinating and 
executing such a massive effort wasn’t easy, 
but that Bellingham Mountain Rescue 
received several complements from its peers 
on its handling of the entire situation.
The ascent to the glacier began in the 
afternoon and was based from Glacier Creek 
Road. It was dusk before Bellingham 
Mountain Rescue members hiked up to the 
base of the glacier with all the equipment 
required for a two-day, rough-weather 
crevasse rescue.
Langhelm stayed below to guide the 
members of other organizations who 
continued to arrive, as his fellow members 
ascended the glacier to perform the rescue, 
itself. While he was waiting, Langhelm didn’t 
have any shelter from the wind and rain.
“There was no place to hide, so I was 
just getting pounded,” he said. “The rain was 
coming down sideways.”
To protect himself, Langhelm huddled 
in a groove in the rocks. He ducked down 
inside his rain poncho, tucked the edges 
underneath himself and listened to his 
portable radio. His shelter system also 
protected him from some rather aggressive 
mice that appeared when the human activity 
waned.
“As soon as everything calmed down, 
they were everywhere,” he recalled. “They 
were running all over me, around me, across 
my poncho and they kept hitting me in the 
back of the head. They were my immediate 
form of entertainment.”
Up on the glacier, the other members 
lifted the victim out of the crevasse and
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immobilized his injuries in a litter, which is 
the long, sturdy basket that injured people 
are strapped into. The rescuers used a pulley 
system involving ice anchors and rigging 
to lower the victim down the mountain, 
preventing him from sliding uncontrollably.
Part of the way down, the ice collapsed 
underneath the foot of one of the rescuers 
as he stepped down on it. John Ivie, 36, was 
wearing cramp-ons, which are strap-on foot 
pieces with metal spikes. The two spikes on 
the toe caught the ice, preventing him from 
falling in. Instead, his ankle flexed under 
the weight, and he suffered a severe sprain.
Suddenly, there were two victims who 
needed to be carried down the mountain. It 
was 3 a.m. when the rescuers finally made 
it down the glacier with Ivie. According to 
Langhelm, those who could sleep spent the 
rest of the night further down the mountain 
crammed into three 2-to-3 person tents 
they borrowed from a group of college 
students who helped with the rescue.
At daybreak, two teams continued 
lowering the victims down the trail on the 
pulley system while others made continuous 
preparations for the descent like finding 
spots for anchors and gathering gear. When 
they made it down, the most welcome sight 
was the Red Cross food wagon.
Another advantage was tliat the victim 
survived his fall. According to the mission
report filed on the rescue, he suffered 
injuries to his head, shoulder, chest, ribs 
and leg. His 25-foot fall also fractured his 
nose.
In describing his experience, Langhelm 
said, “It felt good. At times you feel inept, 
but in the end anyone who did anything was 
a help.”
Bellingham Mountain Rescue’s efforts 
go beyond rescues like that on Coleman 
Glacier. Bressler pointed out that they assist 
the Army Corps of Engineers in flood watch, 
and aid in accident recoveries and 
investigations like automobile accidents 
on Chuckanut Drive. They have even 
rescued dogs from cliffs at Larabee.
“We try to get them before the owners 
kill themselves by going over the cliff after 
them,” Bressler said.
In fact, Bellingham Mountain Rescue 
has participated in 97 missions since 1988. 
According to Dayton, a mission includes 
every time the group is assembled. This can 
range from searching for a missing hiker to 
retrieving dead bodies.
One of Bressler’s first missions 
involved recovering the body of an 
experienced climber who had fallen to his 
death, suffering severe head trauma. 
Bressler’s father also died in a climbing 
accident when Bressler was about 9. This 
man happened to have been one of
Bressler’s father’s friends.
Bressler said the mission was the first 
time he really had to face the reality of his 
own mortality. Bressler and another rescuer 
were assigned to bring the body back up the 
cliff.
“I did it as a payback to those who 
helped my father when he needed help,” 
Bressler said. “Though they weren’t 
successful in terms of lifesaving, the family 
was grateful. I guess it was a debt of 
gratitude.”
Fortunately, not all missions are so 
discouraging. Bressler recalled an extensive 
search for an 11-year-old boy, who got 
separated from his party while they were 
bear-hunting. He had climbed into a cubby 
hole in a hollowed out tree along a steep 
hillside, and waited for rescuers to find 
him.
On the second day of the rescue, 
Bressler heard a faint noise while searching 
along the hill in a loose grid formation with 
other rescuers. Because he was maintaining 
radio contact with the others, he felt 
confident in breaking the formation to check 
it out. Bressler found the boy uninjured in 
the tree. He was cold, hungry, tired and 
very excited to see help.
“That was a real rush for me,” Bressler 
said. “I had a son who was that age, so it 
really came home to me. It was impressive 
to see a child who had the presence of 
mind to keep his wits about him.”
Regardless of the nature of the 
missions, the members of Bellingham 
Mountain Rescue train extensively, 
adding to their hiking and climbing 
experience prior to their membership. 
Each level of membership requires 
various commitments and training.
Trainees must attend the monthly 
meetings and practice sessions and must 
work to meet the requirements for 
support classification within one year. 
As part of that, Langhelm completed a 
90-hour first aid class taught by 
Bellingham Vocational Technical 
Institute and receives monthly 
instruction in rescue techniques like ice­
climbing and the location of emergency 
locating transmitters, which are 
electronic homing devices like those 
used on airplanes.
Rescue members’ mountaineering 
training is even more intensive. They
Scott Lehman takes the pulse of Sheri Seal during BMR training. 
Photo by John Ketcharn.
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Bellingham Mountain Rescue practice on Mount Baker. 
Photo courtesy ofBMR.
must be proficient in techiques like 
rappelling, snow climbing, glacier travel 
and crevasse rescue. They must also be 
educated about such dangers as rockfalls, 
lightning, cornices, and avalanches. 
Operations leaders extend further into 
coordinating search and rescue efforts in 
cooperation with various other civilian and 
military organizatons.
Langhelm hopes to ascend to the higher 
levels of mountain rescue, perhaps even 
making a career change to the emergency/ 
rescue industry.
“ITl be in it for as long as possible, 
even if we move to other conununities,” he 
said.
Likewise, mountain rescue would like 
Langhelm to stay involved.
“Ron has been excellent. Everybody 
trusts him. He’s areal team player,” boasted 
Dressier. That teamwork is absolutely 
essential to the success of a mission, 
according to Dressier.
“You have to be able to count on your 
team players. It’s not a time to hold class,” 
he said.
Teamwork doesn’t exist without 
dedication, though. It’s that dedication that 
causes rescue members to juggle their lives 
around.
“Time is a crunch. Doth [family and 
career] have to give in when an emergency 
happens,” Dressier explained.
The volunteers live life as usual, but 
drop everything when the call comes in, 
regardless if that’s in the middle of the 
night or in the middle of a work day. 
Fortunately, most spouses and employers 
are flexible where mountain rescue is 
concerned.
In addition to the missions, the group 
appears at local schools and events to 
demonstrate tlieir skills and educate the 
public.
“We’ll either scare somebody or gready 
improve their wilderness experience,” 
Dressier explained.
Ironically, Dellingham Mountain 
Rescue would like to be unnecessary. 
However, as long as accidents happen the 
members of Dellingham Mountain Rescue 
will continue to train for the worst.
Dressed in mismatched protective 
clothing and a bright orange helmet, your 
rescuer speaks to you calmly and instructs 
you to relax. He and his partner carefully
load you into a long basket, strapping you 
in with a lot of padding. You feel secure 
because your leg has been immobilized.
Informing you of their every move, 
they raise you out of the abyss with 
sophisticated rigging. Concerned but 
confident voices discuss details in a blur of 
sound. You see their smiling faces as they 
pull you up over the edge. Your partner 
squats down to tell you everything will be 
fine. You know that’s true because you’ve
begun to thaw.
Reassured by the calm, swift 
movements of those around you, you close 
your eyes and drift off.
Kim Ketcham will graduate in public 
relations in the winter of1994.
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by Stephanie Welter
People often talk about sex, but seldom do they talk 
about sexuality. One Western student isn't afraid to 
speak openly—he's gay and he has no problems saying 
so.
Standing 5 feet 8 inches tall with brown eyes and a 
neatly-trimmed beard, Coll-Peter Thrush has the ability 
to make the most uncomfortable topics seem simple.
It is easy to tell that Thrush is happy with who he is 
and what he stands for. It is rare to find people who will 
stand up and say what they believe, even when others 
may laugh or, even worse, punish for being different. 
Thrush willingly subjects himself to such abuse in order 
to express his true self.
He is currently serving as Associated Students Vice- 
President of External Affairs. He studies law and 
diversity at Fairhaven College and plans to do graduate 
work in history.
Eventually, Thrush says, he would like to teach.
When did you first realize you were gay?
THRUSH: 1 guess 1 always knew that 1 was different 
when 1 was yovmger. When 1 turned 12 , 1 started 
thinking 1 might be gay, and when 1 turned 14,1 definitely 
knew 1 was. But then, when does one realize they're 
straight?
First 1 dealt with it by hitting Broadway or the 
street scene. 1 would hang out on Capital Hill. This is
Coll - Peter Thrush Photo by Will Young
how 1 met people. 1 could get graphic, but anybody who 
has been on Capital Hill will know what Tm talking 
about. 1 did this because I thought it was what 1 was 
suppose to do.
For how long were you on Capital Hill?
THRUSH: 1 was 16 when 1 started hanging around 
there, and 1 did it for about 3 months. That was a period 
of time where you get aU those stereotypes about gay 
men — about their life and what they do, and you're 
trying to find that community. 1 had heard that Capital 
Hill is where they all are. So, 1 started hanging out on 
Broadway and 1 realized that you could meet guys there 
just hanging out on the street. 1 could have a great time 
— going out to dinner, going to nice restaurants, the 
opera, whatever, nice houses, things like that — in 
exchange for sex. I thought that's what gay people were 
all about. Luckily 1 met an older man who took me in and
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said, 'Look there are other ways to 
be gay.' He showed me a high 
community of friends and people 
who care about each other.
When did you first admit to yourfamily 
and friends that you were gay?
THRUSH: That would have to be 
my senior year in high school.
How did your parents react?
THRUSH: When 1 first told my 
mom, she had the stereotyped 
reaction. She told me that we were 
getting a counselor to help me with 
my "problem." This happened two 
days before Christmas. Two days 
after Christmas, my father called me 
and took what 1 call the "Christian 
cop-out. " He showed me verses in 
the Bible that said being gay was 
wrong — which can be debated.
It was probably the hardest 
on my mother. She feels like I'm her 
one shot at the 'American Dream' 
because 1 am an only child.
1 think people are real 
complex, and 1 think a lot of times 
when people are afraid for their 
children that fear comes out in really 
weird ways. That's hard to deal with. 
1 know a lot of time she'll be saying 
one thing, but what's behind it is, 
'I'm concerned about you, and 1 care 
about you, and 1 don't want you to 
die of AIDS, 1 don't want you to get 
beat-up, and 1 don't want people to 
hate you.' She'll say to me, 'Why do 
you have to do this? And you better 
not get on TV at that rally.'
1 wish that parents and 
relatives and friends could be honest 
about their fears. My mom could 
say, 'Well I'm scared for you.' And 1 
would say, 'Well, I'm scared for me 
too, so why don't you support me?"
1 think a lot of parents of gay 
children are in a closet of their own. 
My mom is under a lot of pressure 
right now from my extended family 
wondering what's up with me. She's
in a place 1 was seven years ago, and 
she's scared, and 1 know how it feels.
Unfortunately, because she 
was a single mother, and pretty much 
raisedme alone, the family will blame 
her. People will say, 'She must have 
done something wrong,' which 1 
think is more or less bullshit. But, 
that's what a lot of parents have to 
deal with—that is, bearing the guilt 
and responsibility that they could 
have caused their child to become
gay-
Did you ever have a girlfriend?
THRUSH: Yes, when 1 was 14,1 had 
a girlfriend. It was really painful for 
both of us (when I told her 1 was 
gay), because she was my first love, 
and she always will be. It was real 
painful for her, but it was a growing 
experience for both of us. We finally 
broke up when 1 was around 15. 
We're still best friends.
Why were you still with her when you 
knew you were gay at 14?
THRUSH: 1 think there's a real 
strong impulse to fit in... You know 
right on the track that you're going 
to get married, and you're going to 
have a kid, and that whole bit. It 
looks really good—really attractive.
How did your friends react when you 
told them you were gay?
THRUSH: A lot of my male friends 
were freaked out, and 1 do take the 
responsibility for that because of the 
way 1 handled it (finding out 1 was 
gay and then hitting Capital Hill). 1 
also think most young males tend to 
be threatened by gay men. There are 
a lot of reasons for that.
1 think one of the things about 
coming out is that it forces you to be 
on the defensive. In the long run it's 
a good experience because it forces 
you to define yourself. That's why 1 
often view them (gay people) as
being more mature.
How muchflack did you catch at Auburn 
High School as compared to Western?
THRUSH: In high school 1 didn't 
catch much, because 1 was a part of 
this little clique of friends, and we 
were all kind of intellectual, and 
separate anyway. Pretty much 
everybody knew — 1 think — but 1 
never got shit for it. 1 was 
valedictorian, and 1 thought that 
was kind of fun to have everybody 
know 1 was gay, and be valedictorian. 
1 had some real strong opinions about 
education, and the quality thereof at 
Auburn, and I made that fairly clear 
in my speech. I think for me (why I 
didn’t catch flack) was because I had a 
role that I played in the school. Probably 
because I was a National Merit Scholar, 
and all that. But, for other gay andlesbian 
students that wasn’t the case. I had 
something to fall back on, so it was like 
I was compensated for it.
Could you dispel some of the rumors 
about gay men? For example, gay men 
are not masculine.
THRUSH: A lot of people think that 
gay men are purely sexual beings. I 
swallowed this idea whole and 
functioned that way when I first realized 
I was gay. The Broadway experience 
was one that I hid from my family and 
friends for a long time. I realized now 
that this experience almost killed me. I 
am very lucky to be HIV negative and I 
was never bashed. Later, when I came 
out of the situation, I realized how close 
I had come to death, and why. The 
reason was because I had bought right 
into the stereotypes that what gay men 
do was to hang out and get fucked in 
alleys. It could have cost me my life.
The average male usually thinks just 
because a man is gay they will 
automatically want him. Why do you 
think this is true?
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THRUSH: This is a frustrating thing. 
But the bottom line is, don’t flatter 
yourself! Obviously I see a lot of guys on 
Western’s campus and a few women that I 
am very attracted to, but so what? If they’re 
not interested, what's the point?
If we talk about the military, for 
example, people say, Tf gays are allowed 
in the military (although they’re already 
there in large numbers), they are going to 
behaving sex in potholes and on desks, and 
it’ll be a mess.’
We need to make a really clear 
distinction between identity and behavior 
— whether it’s boy scouts, the military or 
whatever. If a teacher in high school is 
having sex with their students, gender or 
sexual orientation is not relevant.
What’s relevant is that act is 
inappropriate. So when we look at the 
military, if someone is performing unethical 
acts, then punish them. If a gay person does 
commit unethical or unprofessional acts, 
then that’s a gay person who is unethical, 
and not what the average gay person is like. 
That is why we need to separate out the 
difference between identity and behavior.
If I see some guy in my office and 
he’s attractive and I know that he’s straight, 
then I say , 'OK, he’s an attractive straight 
guy, but he’s off limits.’ I want to say to 
these guys. Think about it. What possible 
satisfaction could I get out of making a 
move on you that I know is not going to be 
reciprocated?'
A lot of people think that men are gay 
because they must have had sex with the 
wrong girl and they just didn Y enjoy it. 
What was your experience?
THRUSH: I think for a lot of people who 
have really done a lot of soul searching 
about their sexuality, I think they come 
down to that it doesn’t matter what genitals 
are involved, it’s what that person is. When 
it really comes down to love and that kind 
of thing, there’s an overlay of basically 
being very attractive and not very attractive 
and I can’t explain that. There are women 
that I am attracted to, but I don’t have a 
sexual attraction. I think sometimes there's 
some linguistic things people need to
think about. Like being gay and being 
a homosexual. For example, some 
people would argue that Jeffrey 
Dahmer was gay, and I disagree. He 
committed homosexual acts with 
men, and then he would kill and eat 
them. That is very different from the 
gay experience. He was not part of a 
community, ~ he preyed upon one. 
For me, being gay means identifying 
socially and politically with a 
community.
I identify with females in a
"I think one if the things 
about coming out is that 
it forces you to define 
yourself."
friendship way, and 1 can feel much 
love there, but there's just something 
not there. It's completely 
unfathomable. I'm not sure why it 
doesn't click. Who knows?
1 like to look at the gay and 
lesbian movement and compare it to 
the Civil Rights movement. If you 
look at the Civil Rights movement 
with the black community, they had 
churches where people were very 
open with each other and it was a 
really outward experience.
When you talk about the gay 
and lesbian people, you're talking 
about races in every gender, every 
class, age and politics. God knows 
why, but there are gay Republicans.
What do you think about Measure 9 (a 
November 1992 anti-gay referendum 
that failed in Oregon)?
THRUSH: Well, it came close, and 
it's scary that it did. It's really 
dangerous because it's fairly clear 
that it will come back again, and it
will be written in a way that will pass. 
It was just poorly written this time 
around. It's going to come back 
around and pretty soon to 
Washington or something like it. It 
worked in Colorado.
One good side effect of it is 
that whenever that happens, gay 
people tend to get organized. Like 
Portland's gay community is very 
organized because of Measure 9. 
Right-wing Christians are 
manipulating world communities and 
people who don't have access to more 
accurate education. Ail they have 
access to is stereotypes.
What kinds of change do you want to see 
in our country, besides knowledge, 
awareness and education?
THRUSH: I want to see a federal gay 
civil rights bill, say as the one in 1964, 
except extended to gays and lesbians 
and bisexuals ... I want it to be 
implemented at state levels as well. 1 
would like to see real action done in 
AIDS especially in communities of 
color. And 1 want a gay person in 
Clinton's cabinet, and I want people 
like the Pat’s (Robertson and 
Buchanan) and Jerry Falwell to 
spontaneously combust.
Is there any last comment you would like 
to make to people who might read this 
article?
THRUSH: People should understand 
that there's much more to it than sex 
— it's about love, community, human 
rights, and protecting our families. A 
lot of people say we're just like you 
except what we do in bed. 1 would 
argue that we're fundamentally 
different in the way we view the 
world, and part of that comes from 
being an oppressed person, being a 
minority, having laws passed against 
you... Being gay is more than just sex. 
It's about much more — it's a 
community.
Stephanie Welter is a communications 
major.
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BellinghamFireMarshal RobertNeale’s 
boots crunch on the maze of broken glass 
littering the ground where the office win­
dows blew out from the heat. Outside the 
gutted building, warning signs posted by the 
Bellingham Fire Department preside over a 
jumbled metallic graveyard of furniture and 
equipment destioyed by the flames.
Inside, Neale ducks masses of cables 
hanging from the blasted walls of the con­
verted house like malevolent snakes, and 
finds the baseboard heater where the blaze 
began. Kneeling to examine the heater, he 
points out the bum pattern on the walls and 
ceiling that indicate the fire’s source.
“(Fire investigation) is a challenging part 
of the job, but it’s a lot of fun,” Neale says, 
standing and brushing the soot from his 
gloves. “You really get caught up in it.”
Fascinating as it is, this is a regrettable 
part of a day’s work for Neale. One of his 
biggest priorities, fire-safety education, is 
aimed at avoiding scenes like this.
In addition to investigating fire scenes 
to determine their causes and conducting 
educational programs, Neale’s office is re­
sponsible for building inspection and 
enforcement of fire-safety regulations.
Neale takes his role as a public servant 
seriously. A friendly demeanor and ready
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smile conceal a firm dedication to his job and to his role in the 
Bellingham community. One of the things he enjoys the most about 
his job is the variety it brings to his working day. One minute he 
might be sitting behind a desk examining blueprints, and the next he 
could be out on the street making an arrest for arson.
Neale says he wasn’t surprised when his office received a call 
shortly before Christmas from a property manager requesting a fire 
report from an unreported house fire the previous night. Neale says 
if s not unusual for his office to receive requests for reports on fires 
not reported to the department.
The surprise came when Neale drove out to take a look at the 
situation. The tenant who answered the door had severe bums all 
over his right arm and the right side of his face - so severe, Neale 
says, the skin was “just sloughing off’ the man’s body.
“(The tenant) looked like Freddy Krueger,” Neale says.
The tenant said he had been watching television when his 
Christmas tree combusted. He had picked up the tree, carried it over 
to the door, and set it down while he fumbled with the locks on the 
door. By this time, the drapes and carpet were burning and the tenant 
finally threw the tree out tlie window and extinguished the fire 
himself Although the tenant was seriously injured and the house 
received considerable damage, he never bothered to contact the fire 
department.
Many people, Neale says, don’t realize it’s a crime not to report 
a fire. He adds that often a fire that appears to be out might be 
smoldering inside a wall or someplace else out of sight only to burst 
into flame again later.
Back in the office, Neale arrives at 3:45 p.m. for a 3:15 
appointment because he was unexpectedly called to a fire scene in 
Whatcom County. A county resident had forgotten to reconnect the 
fuel line of his daughter’s car after repairing it. When he started the 
car, fuel leaked from the system into the engine compartment and 
was ignited. The portable fire extinguisher the man tried to use didn’t 
function, and when he reached for his garden hose, it was frozen up. 
The resulting delay in calling the fire department caused the destruc­
tion of the car.
“A lot of what we do is teach fire survival. When I was a kid, 
everything was, ‘don’t do this, don’t do that,”’ Neale says.
Neale stresses the importance of realizing that fire is a very real 
possibility and taking the appropriate steps to avoid it. He likens fire 
safety skills to a spare tire on a car—you don’t carry a spare because 
you’ re going to have a flat, but in case you do. S imilarly, he says, you 
don’t prepare for a fire because one is going to break out, but in case 
it does.
Neale’s office conducts fire safety programs in elementary 
schools, competing for time with programming about drugs, HIV 
and other issues. He says altliough the opportunity to get out into the 
schools is there, the effectiveness of their efforts there is seriously 
hampered by the competition for programming space.
A strong community focus is a recurring theme in Neale’s work. 
He sums up his motivation for becoming a firefighter in one 
sentence:
“When you respond to a fire, people are glad to see you come.”
Neale also finds a more personal motivation in his work: his 
tliree children. Their school ait projects compete for space on his 
office walls with framed certificates. He says being a parent brings 
the reality of children injured or killed in a fire closer to home.
“I guess a lot of it has to do with the innocence children have,”
This is the former site of Fineline offices.
Neale says. “Adults make bad decisions sometimes and they suffer 
the consequences. Children very often have to suffer the conse­
quences of other people’s decisions.
“If I can give those kids a tool to prevent or survive a fire, that’s 
something they aren’t going to get anywhere else,” Neale says.
Neale extends that assessment to situations throughout the 
social stratum. He believes the consequences children have to live 
with don’t stop at fires, but extend to every other part of a child’s life 
and interaction with adults.
A conversation with Neale returns again and again to the subject
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of serving the community. Neale says the 
current trend in firefighting is a shift to a 
more proactive approach. Instead of waiting 
around the station, playing cards and shoot­
ing pool until the alarms go off, firefighters 
are beginning to reach out into the commu­
nity, to help local residents and businesses 
protect themselves.
The positive interaction with other 
people is what first drew Neale, originally a
journalist, into firefighting and has kept him 
in the business.
‘T feel like I give a lot to the community, 
and the community gives a lot back to me,” 
Neale says.
In addition to providing educational 
services, Neale works closely within the 
community to minimize fire hazards. Before 
a structure can be built, safety precautions 
must be cleared by Neale’s office. The
building must be inspected after its comple­
tion before being issued a certificate of 
occupancy.
Neale says one of the more difficult 
aspects of his job is attempting to strike a 
balance between requiring businesses to 
adopt safe practices and interfering with 
their business.
Bellingham fire regulations include a 
“grandfather clause” which allows build-
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ings to continue normal occupancy if they 
are up to the requirements of the codes in 
effect when they are built, even if those 
codes have changed. Consequently, many 
buildings are legally occupied even though 
their construction and/or fire systems don’t 
meet current requirements. Also, changes in 
fire codes can require businesses such as
auto-body shops and other industiial or 
commercial enterprises to adopt more strin­
gent practices, often involving expensive 
equipment modifications or replacement.
Studenthousing, Neale says, is one area 
of great potential risk. Many university stu­
dents live tightly packed together in 
cheaply-built houses or apartments, often
poorly maintained and/or managed by ab­
sentee landlords who may not have even 
seen the property.
There is an additional risk of fire from 
open flames such as candles and incense and 
the relatively high level of alcohol consump­
tion by college students. Neale says these 
conditions create the possibilities for catas­
trophe.
“It’s always amazed me that we don’t 
have more fires around the university,” he 
says.
Neale’s office works closely with 
Western’s administration to ensure safety 
on campus. Coordination with the Physical 
Plant and the Public Safety Office are valu­
able tools to make Western a safer place. In 
the event of an alarm, the fire department 
maintains radio contact with university se­
curity to stay aware of the situation while en 
route.
Two major problems, Neale says, relate 
to fire alarms in the residence halls. Fire- 
alarm handles in Nash and Mathes halls are 
frequently pulled as a prank, as those are the
People need to think 
about what they're doing.
The immediate thrill 
of pulling the alarm may not 
be worth it in the long mn.
only two halls on campus without indelible- 
ink sprays in the fire alarms to show the 
identity of the puller. These false alarms, 
Neale says, put residents at risk because they 
don’t take the alarms as seriously. Also at 
risk are fire-department personnel, who rush 
to the scene through traffic-laden city streets.
“People need to think about what they’ re 
doing. The immediate thrill of pulling the 
alarm may not be worth it in the long run,” 
Neale says. “It puts a lot of people at risk — 
it puts my co-workers at risk, it puts other 
people at risk ... it puts people who are 
leaving the building at risk.”
Chris Von Seggern is a senior majoring in 




“Well, if we can’t, like, totally play our 
stereo loud, we’ll just have nervous breakdowns 
or something. Loud music is just, like, totally part 
of our lifestyle, ya’ know?”
Some neighbors aren’t worth knowing. Like 
the two noisy girls who delivered that statement 
— with completely straight faces.
But most neighbors are good people. And 
that leads to a question: Why don’t we know 
them?
Think about it. Can you name the people 
who live above, below, or on each side of you?
How long have they lived there? What are 
their kids’ names? Most importantly, can you 
turn to them for help or support in a crisis?
If you’re like most people, you can’t. Most
neighbors are complete strangers.
But even when neighbors are good people, 
which is most of the time, we still ignore them. 
I’m a good example. Everyone else in my build­
ing is quiet and considerate, but I don’t know their 
names.
Our deliberate refusal to form neighbor­
hood conununities points to a subtle but growing 
problem: Americans are becoming increasingly 
alienated from each other.
Kris Bulcroft, sociology professor at West­
ern, said several forces drive this growing 
alienation. The first culprit is the suburb.
“I think suburbia epitomizes alienation,” 
she said. “For example, in a suburban area, many 
times there is no central city area in which people 
can meet.”
But our alienation is rooted in something 
deeper than a lack of common spaces.
“The emphasis in suburbia is on single­
family residences with privacy fences,” she said. 
“The whole image of suburban living is on au­
tonomy of the family unit, independent of 
neighbors and community.
“It used to be that suburbs had women and 
children in them, at least during the work week,” 
she said. “But now that’s all changed because 
women are employed in large numbers. So the 
suburbs become, in a sense, these wastelands of 
inactivity with no way for people to coalesce or 
interact."
We used to live in a suburb in Bothell,” she said 
disgustedly. “There weren’t even sidewalks to 
link house to house. There’s nothing to make the
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nothing to make the structure cohesive and 
allow people to interact."
Our values also drive wedges between us. 
Bulcroft said, “I think American society has 
increasingly moved toward ... values that (say) 
individual autonomy is preferable to group effort, 
group benefit.”
Our high divorce rate is a good example of 
those values at work.
“If I’m not happy in (a marriage) relation­
ship,” Bulcroft said, “society gives us permission, 
encourages us, to leave the relationship. Indi­
vidual autonomy and happiness ... takes primacy 
over the unit.”
Bulcroft said the second culprit is the 
economy. It keeps us apart by:
* Forcing us to spend more time working.
“There simply isn’t time to interact on a 
community level,” she said. “There isn’t time, for 
example, to belong to voluntary organizations 
like churches and other sorts of social units that 
might link people together.
“I think about the hours that I put in (at work) 
and that my friends put in, and there just is not 
much time left for building social networks,” 
Bulcroft said.
* Creating autonomous attitudes.
“I call it the poverty of affluence,” Bulcroft 
said. “And whatl think this affluence brings is the 
notion that we can be individuals and buy what­
ever support we need.”
“As the economy shifts around, I think more 
and more people are coming to the realization that 
we are interdependent on people, and that we 
have to be more cooperative in our social rela­
tionships — if nothing else, just to survive,” she 
said.
The media doesn’ t help, especially advertis­
ers . Almost every product advertisement features 
strong, self-assured characters who are either at, 
or on their way to, the top of some profession. 
And with the exception of a new Mercedes or a 
24-hour deodorant, they don’t need any help 
getting there. Certainly not from a neighbor.
But the media unwittingly drives us apart by 
giving us electronic or printed “cocoons” to hide 
in. Think about it. How often do you walk down 
the street completely shut off from the outside 
world by a personal stereo?
“There are so many social and entertain­
ment needs met by the media,” said Ron Walker, 
a Seattle-area family and personal counselor, 
“that there are fewer needs for social interaction, 
even in our own homes.”
Our mobile lifestyles also cause problems.
“(People will) hop into their cars and go over 
to somebody’s house,” Walker said. “They have 
their own social network, there’s no need to 
establish a new one.”
Fear is one reason people drive away rather 
than talk over the back fence.
“Reaching out is kind of risky,” Walker 
said. “Nobody likes rejection. If you don’t have 
any reason to reach out, then you won’t have any
reason to know (your neighbors).”
But there are good reasons to reach out. Not 
saying hello over the back fence can be deadly. In 
April of 1964, Catherine Genovese, a nurse, was 
stabbed to death in her “respectable” New-York- 
City neighborhood while at least 38 people 
watched. Nobody helped her or called the police 
until after she was dead.
Stanley Milgram and Paul Hollander, two 
Harvard professors, said one factor in Genovese’s 
murder was “the friends who might have rushed 
to her side were miles away.”
Genovese’s murder is, admittedly, an ex­
treme case. Most of the dangers are more subtle.
Kathy Mosdal-O’Brien, an English teacher 
at Skagit Valley College, said, “It’s possible to 
get so isolated you can’t handle things outside the 
home. You get to be a closed-off person. Nobody
She said, Tm not a 
nosy neighbor and I 
won't bother you.' And I 
said 'Well I am a nosy 
neighbor and I will 
bother you!"
knows you, you don’t know anybody — that’s 
not much of an existence.”
But opening up to neighbors is also risky.
“You do give up your privacy, so it’s a 
tradeoff,” she said.
O’Brien made that tradeoff, and the payoff 
has been inunense. After she had emergency 
surgery last Christmas Eve, her neighbors banded 
together to cook meals, run errands and make 
sure she navigated in and out of the shower safely. 
They filled an essential void.
“We would have needed to hire someone to 
take care of me (if it wasn’t for them). In many 
ways it feels like having family close by,” she 
said.
So how can people turn their neighborhoods 
into extended families? The obvious, and hard­
est, way is to set your fears aside and say hi.
“I think what you have to do is challenge the 
norms — that set of rules that tell you ‘don’t 
interact,”’ Bulcroft said.
Bulcroft, who lives in Sedro Wooley, added, 
“When I first moved in, there’s an older lady who 
lives on one side of me. She said hello, but she 
made it clear that she wasn’t real interested in 
getting to know me very well.
“She said, ‘I’m not a nosy neighbor and I 
won’t bother you.’ And I said, ‘Well I am a nosy 
neighbor and I will bother you!”’
But the bothering was gentle. “Sometimes I 
bake bread,” Bulcroft said. “I take her a loaf, and 
we’ve gotten to be good friends. But you sort of 
have to go against the norms sometimes. You 
can’t push too hard. But she was open and recep­
tive.
“We all know that the norms are that you 
shouldn’t interact. But I find most people really 
prefer to have interaction,” she said.
Bulcroft said it’s also a good idea to scruti­
nize a neighborhood before you move in.
“Some neighborhoods have their own norms 
about interaction,” she said. “I guess if I were to 
buy a house or look for a place to rent, I would 
really want to spend a day there getting a feeling 
for (the way people relate).”
Block parties are another way to build bridges 
— if they work. Walker said his neighborhood 
stages a very popular block party each August. 
They’re so popular, in fact, the neighborhood 
often holds a second one at Christmas.
B ut be ware. If people don ’ t know each other, 
block parties can fizzle. I spent four years living 
on a “respectable” street in West Seattle. The one 
attempt at a block party failed. Very few people 
came.
Pets are also a way to reach out.
“When we lived in Greenlake, in Seattle,” 
Bulcroft said, “we used to have this sort of exotic 
dog. People used to come up and talk to us 
because we had this particular dog. (It was) a Puli, 
one of those dogs with the corded coat that looks 
like a rastafarian.
“I always thought, ‘Gee, if you were a single 
person and you wanted to get a date, this would be 
the way! Get an exotic pet! ’” she said.
Finally, children are perhaps the best clue 
that a neighborhood is close and the biggest help 
in creating a good one. Kids are a catalyst. They 
cross-pollinate families and give parents a reason 
to talk.
That’show O’Brien’s neighbors grew close.
“There are about eight families here who 
literally raised each other’s kids,” she said. The 
camaraderie resulting from that sharing naturally 
carried over to O’Brien and her husband, Curtis, 
when they moved in.
Most of us will have kids someday, and 
good neighborhoods are essential ingredients for 
creating good kids.
O’Brien said, “We make a lot of good deci­
sions for the sake of our kids. Making a 
neighborhood is one of them.”
Colin Wilcox is a journalism major and 
will graduate fall 1993.
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Randy Allred
SHOOTING FOR THE STARS
Filmmaker lives out his dream in Bellingham
By Rick LaPorte 
Photos by Will Young
Charlie Chaplin once said the hardest part about making a film is the thinking. Randy Allred, founder and 
owner of Motion Media Company, finds that saying to be almost too fitting; for the last 25 years, he’s been 
thinking.
Ever since he was ten years old, he has had a dream. Allred’s dream is to be a filmmaker. Now he’s living 
out that dream — in Bellingham.
He hasn’t been to filin school. He has no plans to go to Hollywood. The past eight years of Allred’s life 
have been spent buying and collecting filming equipment. To support this obsession, he’s been a janitor, a 7- 
11 clerk and a movie reviewer for The Fish wrapper, among other professions.
This March, 35-year-old Allred will start shooting his first feature-length film. He has spent his whole life 
preparing for a project like this. He hopes it will be the first of several.
Perched on a stool in the workshop area of his downtown Bellingham studio, Allred is dressed semi- 
casually—weathered j eans, a white printed shirt, and a colorful tie loosely knotted around an unbuttoned collar.
He is engulfed in a landscape of filmmaking equipment: tracking cameras on dollies, lights of varying shapes 
and sizes, editing equipment and an animation table, to name only a few items.
“I’ve always been attracted to the hardware,” Allred said, his shoulder-length, straight brown hair, short 
beard and slim frame giving him an unnervingly Jesus-like appearance.
“When I should have been working on a film, I would be spending my money on another piece of gear, and 
spending my time modifying or building another piece of gear. I’m constanUy tinkering with things, putting 
together lighting systems, customizing projectors for different purposes.”
Allred learned quickly that there’s no end to the amount of equipment one needs to be a filmmaker. In one 
sense, his obsession for the equipment is not unlike a child who can’t seem to collect enough toys.
“When I finally did get a camera,” reflects Allred, his eyes gazing through the swirling mist of smoke from
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his pipe in an effort to recapture his past, “I 
found out that as soon as one gets some film 
back (from being developed), he needs some 
way of viewing that film. So right away you 
need a projector.”
Soon after, Allred realized he wanted to 
edit his scenes. To do that, he needed some 
kind of editing viewer and splicer (to cut and 
splice different scenes together).
Then he realized that he needed some 
rewinds to run the film back and forth, more 
reels, lights, different kinds of filters and a 
wider variety of lenses and still more editing 
equipment. But it didn’t end there. He then 
wanted to put sound with his pictures, and 
needed sound-editing equipment.
It’s easy to see how it has taken Allred 
this long to acquire all of his gear to set up the 
kind of production studio that would best 
suit his needs.
“This place is sort of designed for my 
own personal filmmaking,” says Allred, tak­
ing a few more pulls from his pipe. “I’ve 
kind of geared things towaid very small 
budgets. Someone with a million dollars, or 
millions of dollars, probably wouldn’t need 
me. They would go to a more established 
production house.”
Small-budgeted films suit Allred just 
fine. He chooses to use 16-millimeter 
(16mm) film for his projects for reasons that 
are both economical and artistic. Financially, 
he uses this film because to go to 35mm 
(what most of today’s theatrical releases are 
filmed on) would be a “quantum leap” in 
expense.
“To someone like me,” says Allred, 
after a lengthy pause, “the idea of spending 
$50 million to make one movie is obscene, 
or at least ridiculous.”
Allred appreciates the “personal scale 
that 16mm production can represent.” He’s 
not the type of guy who’s going to be im­
pressed by the number of explosions in a 
movie, or how many big-name actors it has.
“I think the mega-budgeted movie is on 
the decline,” Allred says with a glint of hope 
in his eye. “Most commercial movies are 
throwaways in my opinion, and they’re not 
meant to have a lasting value or be thought- 
provoking.”
He adds that many popular films aren’t 
designed to change anybody’s way of think­
ing or expand anyone’s mind. “If they (the 
films) can enjoy a brief period of popularity 
and make a lot of money for their producers, 
then they have served their purpose.”
Allred, however, has no desire to make
films that are simply to be consumed and 
forgotten about like popcorn.
“I like films that make people think in 
different ways,” Allred says after some 
thought.
He feels the best films are the ones that 
address social issues, such as conformity 
versus non-conformity, for example.
“I like most films dealing witli society 
versus the individual, sovereignty of the 
individual... those kinds of themes.” Some 
examples that he cited were films like “Taxi 
Driver,” “Cool Hand Luke,” and the eaily 
George Lucas film, “THX 1138.”
“I think that’s (“THX 1138”) one of the 
best movies he’s (George Lucas) made. I 
certainly enjoyed “Star Wars,” but (“THX 
1138”) is the kind of thing I would like to see 
him do more of.”
Another social theory of Allred’s is his 
belief that the way people view things is 
manipulated by the media.
“People’s values and perspectives on 
things are heavily manipulated by advertis­
ing and politics. 1 like films that call attention 
to that manipulation. I think those are usu­
ally the more important kinds of movies.”
It is obvious that Allred is one who will 
not allow himself to be manipulated. He 
follows the news very closely, especially 
political issues. When he had cable, he only 
watched C-SPAN and CNN. Along with 
current events, Allred has a great deal of 
interest in history and enjoys reading non­
fiction.
“I’ve read a lot about the Kennedy as­
sassination,” Allred says. “I like those kind 
of governmental elite conspiracy topics. 1 
thought (Oliver Stone’s) ‘JFK’ was great.”
This interest in historical and current 
events can be traced back to his youth. In­
stead of growing up inside theaters, Allred 
spent a lot of his time watching television 
documentaries.
“I so much enjoyed getting that infor­
mation and pictures. The way it was all put 
together, I just thought it was very neat.” 
Aside from documentaries, Allred also has a 
broad range of influences, including the films 
of such mainstream moguls as Martin 
Scorsese and Oliver Stone, and programs 
like “60 Minutes.”
But don’t think Allred takes life too 
seriously. His favorite program is “The 
Simpsons.” He appreciates the way it pokes 
fun at society and its values. “It’s generally 
a pretty positive show ... and very funny.” 
Allred also enjoys Dan Aykroyd’s work, 
and the earlier, more humorous films of 
Woody Allen, such as “Bananas,” “Sleeper,” 
and “Annie Hall.”
“Humor is one of the best ways to get 
ideas across,” says Allred, nodding his head 
in contemplation.
Although he finds fiction films more 
attractive than documentaries, Allred is in­
terested in all the different applications of 
communicating through film, and being a
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part of that process.
“It’s a lot of fun making a film,” Allred 
says with a boyish grin, “creating some kind 
of little reality and putting it on film.” 
Allred is particularly fond of the editing 
process.
“There are moments in editing where 
you put something together, whether it’s 
something that you intended or maybe 
something that you’ve discovered in the 
footage that you’re working with, and it 
really clicks and sort of all comes together. 
There’s kind of a charge that one gets out of 
sitting there and suddenly creating some­
thing. There’s sort of a moment when 
something works, something is bom.” 
Allred rests confidently on his stool, an 
8-by-lO glossy of Orson Welles peering 
over his right shoulder. It is one of several 
hanging in his studio.
“I am a big admirer of Orson Welles,” 
Alh ed says as he glances at the photo behind 
him. “ ‘Citizen Kane’ is an example of a film 
rich in tlie usage of film language.”
Although the upcoming film will be 
written, produced and directed by someone 
else, Allred has been contracted for techni­
cal support in cinematography, lighting, 
sound, and of course, the equipment.
“I’ll sort of help him (the writer/pro­
ducer/director) get what he has in his mind 
onto the screen. It’s definitely a non-tradi- 
tional approach.”
The film, which is expected to be 75 to 
80 minutes in length, will be shot in 16mm 
with the idea that it could be enlarged to 
35mm in the event a distributor is found for 
a theatrical release.
This kind of recognition would be very 
beneficial to Allred, considering he’s an 
independent filmmaker with no formal film 
school training. All he knows about film 
technique is the result of reading several 
books and magazines on the craft.
“Some people will go to a particular 
film school because they can be fairly cer­
tain that afterwards they’ll be able to find 
work in Hollywood. But I was never inter­
ested in going to Hollywood.”
Instead, Allred came to Bellingham and 
studied music for a few years at Western. 
Once he realized this was where he wanted 
to live, he trained himself in the art of mak­
ing film. However, Allred has been assured 
by several friends who have attended film 
schools that he is not lacking any knowledge 
that is taught at a film school.
“It’s been demonstrated by many people
all over the world,” says Allred reassuringly, 
“that you can make a film anywhere if you 
have a little bit of equipment and enthusi­
asm.”
It is very clear that Allred is not lacking 
in either of those departments. Although he 
admits the gathering of materials has been a 
very slow process, he feels that the satisfac­
tion of a completed film, or even a well-edited 
scene, is well worth the time and expense.
“It’s helped to have patience, and to 
have patient landlords,” says Allred, who 
also admits he’s put everything he has had 
into filnunaking. “I guess nothing seems 
like that great of a sacrifice because there’s 
nothing else I’d rather have or do.”
“Amazingly, I’ve never lost my enthu­
siasm,” said Allred contemplatively. “When 
I hear about somebody buying a house or an 
anybody buy a house, when they could make 
a film?”’
Rick LaPorte is a journalism major, and 
will graduate fall 1994.
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